The below safety actions were approved to address concerns from employees who have made confidential reports directly to the Bureau of Transportation Statistics (BTS). These action items are tracked internally to ensure completion and ongoing compliance.

Resolved: Improper Engine Stand used in Heavy Overhaul Shop

Employees reported concerns with using an engine stand to service the Orion bus fleet. This stand failed to provide the proper fit. After an investigation, it was determined that Bus Maintenance was in the process of testing current Mid-Life program tools and equipment to verify whether they would be suitable to use in other overhaul program applications. After determining the engine stands were not interchangeable, Bus Maintenance conducted research and purchased equipment specific tools applicable to the Orion bus fleet. This is a planning process outlined in Bus Service Standard Operating Procedure 1.28 Bus Mid-Life Overhaul, and requires managers, lead men, and mechanics to identify tools, equipment and material required for upcoming overhaul programs.

Resolved: Chemical Smell and Leakage at Shady Grove Train Wash

Employees working around the Shady Grove train wash were experiencing a pungent smell when the wash was not in use. Fluid also leaked into the storage areas where shop clerks work.

Actions: To mitigate the chemical smell and address the leak, the Office of Plant Maintenance (PLNT) took the following actions:

- Worked with Environmental Management & Industrial Hygiene (EMIH) to conduct an air quality test. No issues were found.
- Foam insulation was applied between the train wash and shop area wall to isolate the smell.
- The exhaust fan was repaired in the pump room to remove potential odor.
- The leaking chemical tank which caused fluid to leak into the storage areas was repaired and two heaters were installed.
- The train wash level sensors were also reprogrammed.

Responsible party: Leroy Jones, PLNT
Completion Date: 01/16/2020

NEW!! Effective March 2, 2020, the Confidential Close Call program will accept reports from Local 2 and non-represented employees.